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Abstract

Heavy metal pollution of aquatic environments in rapidly developing industrial regions is of considerable global concern due to its potential to cause serious harm to aquatic ecosystems and human health. This study assessed heavy metal contamination of sediments in a highly industrialized urban watershed of eastern China containing several historically unregulated manufacturing enterprises. Total concentrations and solid-phase fractionation of Cu, Zn, Pb, Cr and Cd were investigated for 39 river sediments using multivariate statistical analysis and geographically weighted regression (GWR) methods to quantitatively examine the relationship between land use and heavy metal pollution at the watershed scale. Results showed distinct spatial patterns of heavy metal contamination within the watershed, such as higher concentrations of Zn, Pb and Cd in the southwest and higher Cu concentration in the east, indicating links to specific pollution sources within the watershed. Correlation and PCA analyses revealed that Zn, Pb and Cd were dominantly contributed by anthropogenic activities; Cu originated from both industrial and agricultural sources; and Cr has been altered by recent pollution control strategies. The GWR model indicated that several heavy metal fractions were strongly correlated with industrial land proportion and this correlation varied with the level of industrialization as demonstrated by variations in
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1. Introduction

Heavy metal pollution in aquatic environments has the potential to cause serious aquatic ecosystem and human health impairments (Chowdhury et al., 2016). Metals dissolved in natural waters are easily absorbed by aquatic organisms and can rapidly bio-accumulate/biomagnify within the aquatic food web. Chronic metal exposure in aquatic ecosystems may adversely affect the activity, growth, metabolism, and reproduction of aquatic organisms (Wright and Welbourn, 2002). Long-term exposure to heavy metals by humans has been implicated in causing intellectual and developmental disabilities, behavioral problems, hearing loss, learning and attention problems, disruption of visual and motor function, and various cancers (Sarkar, 2009; Lanphear et al., 2005; Adams et al., 2014). A significant source of heavy metals in the human diet may originate from higher trophic level aquatic organisms (e.g., predatory fish) providing a linkage between aquatic food webs and human health. Further, interactions associated with chronic exposure to multiple heavy metals may induce more severe ecosystem and human health consequences than might be expected from low individual metal concentrations alone. Thus, it is important to fully assess the suite of heavy metals as well as their solid-phase fractionation to fully assess the toxicological risks associated with heavy metals in the environment.

The adverse impact of heavy metal pollution on aquatic ecosystems is especially severe in areas experiencing rapid urbanization and industrialization (Pan and Wang, 2012). Sediments can either release metals directly to the water column or serve as the source of metals for bioaccumulation/biomagnification in aquatic organisms, such as benthic fauna, shrimp and fish (Goretti et al., 2016). Anthropogenic activities are the primary contributor of heavy metal pollutants to sediments and soil (Wong et al., 2017) and therefore heavy metal pollution is strongly linked to land use (Li et al., 2017a, b). For example, heavy metals become enriched in paddy fields due to chemical fertilizers, animal wastes, atmospheric deposition and wastewater discharge (Chen et al., 2012; Li et al., 2017a, b). Pollutants discharged into receiving waters directly or carried by runoff will finally accumulate in aquatic sediments. Therefore, investigating the distribution and speciation of metals from contrasting land uses may provide unique chemical signatures in aquatic sediments that in turn provide a scientific basis to assess the pollutant source and their potential ecological and human health risks. The assessment of potential metal risks depends not only on total metal concentrations, but also on their chemical forms (i.e., speciation) influencing bioaccessibility and bioavailability (Simpson et al., 2012). For example, the exchangeable and weak acid extractable fractions are considered as the most mobile and bioavailable metal fractions (Tessier et al., 1979; Pueyo et al., 2008). Sediment characteristics (e.g., organic matter, redox status and pH) have a strong effect on distribution of metal fractions and their bioavailability, such as the positive correlation observed between organic matter and the oxidizable fraction of Cu and Pb in Taski Chini, Malaysia (Ebrahimpour and Mushrifah, 2008). Thus, multi-step sequential extraction schemes have been used to estimate the bioavailability of metals in sediments and their potential risk to aquatic ecosystems and humans (Sakan et al., 2016).

Spatial analysis provides an advantage of understanding the variation of several impact factors on heavy metal pollution and generally involves the analysis of relationships among impact factors from a given geographic location. However, the relationship or structure of the variables will change within a watershed, the so-called “spatial non-stationarity” condition (McMillen, 2004). Traditional regression models, such as ordinary least squares models (OLS model), assume a stable relationship between the independent and dependent variables throughout the study area, resulting in a uniform regression coefficient for the entire study region and failure to consider any variation of spatial characteristics (Williams et al., 2005).

Geographically weighted regression (GWR) was developed to overcome these disadvantages of traditional regression models. GWR is efficient for handling the spatial variation in the relationship between variables. In GWR models, the site location is considered in the regression equation to build the relationship between the independent and dependent variables when non-stationarity of spatial relationships exists (Fotheringham et al., 2002). This approach has been widely employed in water pollution management and aids in contamination prediction and risk assessment. For example, GWR was used for spatial prediction of trace metal concentrations in surface and ground waters based on spatial predictors in Pakistan, and the associated health risks of these waters were estimated according to the predicted spatial metal concentrations (Bhowmik et al., 2015). Similarly, Tu, 2013 demonstrated improvement of GWR models for predicting the influence of land use on water quality at the watershed scale in Northern Georgia compared to least squares regression. Additionally, Wu et al. (2016) applied GWR to identify the spatially varying relationship between land-use types and total heavy metal concentrations in sediment, but did not assess the relationship with heavy metal speciation. Thus, there is a research gap in studies using GWR methods to coupling land-use types with speciation of heavy metals in sediments, which is fundamental knowledge required for remediation and mitigation of heavy metal pollutants at the watershed scale. Therefore, this paper is novel in utilizing GWR to assess relationships between land-use types and heavy metal concentrations and their corresponding chemical fractionation, with the consideration of their spatial variation.

Given the importance of aquatic ecosystem protection and the negative impacts of heavy metal pollution on human health, new spatial analysis tools are highly warranted, especially in rapidly developing regions with a large number of industrial enterprises involving heavy metals. The main purposes of this study were to (i) assess heavy metal contamination of sediments in a highly polluted river systems affected by rapid industrialization, (ii) identify spatial distribution of total metal concentrations and solid-phase metal fractions at the watershed scale, and (iii) combine GWR with traditional multivariate statistical analysis to investigate variation in relationships between anthropogenic activities and heavy metals in river sediments. This study provides a framework for spatial assessment of metal pollution sources and information to guide remediation at the watershed scale. Further, this study highlights the power of incorporating GWR models in sediment pollution assessments and its potential for widespread use in studies of environmental pollution.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Study area

The Wen-Rui Tang River watershed is located in rapidly industrializing Wenzhou, Zhejiang province of eastern China (Fig. 1). The river originates from Lishui Mountain streams and flows ~34 km to the East China Sea, covering a drainage area of ~740 km² within the urban center (Chen et al., 2016). The basin has an average annual temperature of 18°C and average annual rainfall of 1695 mm with ~70% of precipitation falling between April to September. The basin has a population of ~9.2 million with large variations in population density from rural areas to the urban center. The Wen-Rui Tang River plays important watershed roles in irrigation, aquaculture, drainage and water supply. Wenzhou is representative of economic development in eastern China with small workshops and older factories making a large contribution to the local economy. This industrial structure contributed large volumes of untreated wastewaters and waste residues directly to the river system due to the absence of effective management and legislative regulations over the development period.

A previous study examining non-metal water quality conditions in this watershed used data from 52 sampling sites that were divided into corresponding sub-catchments (Chen et al., 2016). In this study, land use was divided into four categories: i) urban lands including residential, commercial and transportation lands, ii) industrial lands representing industrial and mining lands, iii) agricultural lands, and iv) non-managed ecological lands including barren land and water areas (Fig. S1).

2.2. Sediment sampling and analytical methods

A total of 39 surface sediment samples (0–10 cm) were collected by grab bucket sampler across the watershed from the mid-channel of the Wen-Rui Tang River and its tributaries in March 2017 (Fig. 1). A GPS was used to record geographic information (World Geodetic System-1984 coordinate system) for each sampling site. At each site, three surface sediments were collected and composited to obtain a single sample for analysis (Ke et al., 2017). Samples were freeze-dried and ground to pass a 150-mesh screen (Wang et al., 2010). All samples were quartered to provide representative sub-samples for further physicochemical analysis.

Each sample was digested with mixed acids (HNO₃-HCl-HF-HClO₄) to obtain total metal concentrations. The modified BCR sequential extraction procedure was used to chemically speciate metals into operationally-defined exchangeable, reducible, organic bound and residual fractions (Quevauviller et al., 1997). The extraction procedure was as follows: (1) Acid exchangeable fraction (Exch) was extracted by 0.1 M HClO₄; (2) Reducible fraction (Red) was extracted by 0.5 M NH₄OH-HCl; (3) Organic bound fraction (Org) was extracted by 30% H₂O₂ (pH = 2–3) and 1 M NH₄OAc; and (4) Residual fraction (Res) was determined using the mixed acid (HNO₃-HCl-HF-HClO₄) digestion. Detailed information for the BCR procedure is provided in Table S1 (Wang et al., 2017). With respect to the BCR method, the exchangeable fraction was considered as the bioavailable fraction (Bielicka-Giedroy et al., 2013; Rosado et al., 2016). Concentrations of Cu and Zn were determined by atomic absorption spectrometry (PinAAcle 900, Perkin Elmer; detection limit, Cu = 0.01, Zn = 0.01 mg L⁻¹) and Pb, Cd, and Cr were quantified by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (Agilent 8800 ICP-MS, Agilent Technologies; detection limit, Pb = 0.005, Cd = 0.01, Cr = 0.1 mg L⁻¹). The detection limit was calculated as 3 times the standard deviation of blank samples (Pourreza and Ghanemi, 2009). All samples were analyzed in duplicate and the relative standard deviation (RSD) of all duplicate samples was ±5%.

The GBW-07312 reference sediment (Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences) was used for quality control and we achieved recoveries for total metal concentrations of 89–107%. The average pH value for sediment samples was 7.1, ranging from 6.6 to 7.9 (water, m:v = 1:5). Average organic carbon content was 36.7 g kg⁻¹, ranging from 7.8 to 90.4 g kg⁻¹ (potassium dichromate oxidation method; Lu, 2000). All plastic and glass vessels were soaked in de-ionized water prior to use.

2.3. Assessment of heavy metal pollution

The geoaccumulation index (Igeo) developed by Müller (1979) was used in this study to evaluate the contamination degree of heavy metals in sediment. Igeo was calculated as follow:

![Fig. 1. Location of sampling sites in the study region.](en)
where $C_n$ and $B_n$ are the concentration of metal $n$ in the sample and background, respectively. Variation of background concentrations is corrected using a multiplier value of 1.5 for $B_n$.

Seven classes were identified according to $I_{geo}$ values: $I_{geo}<0$, Class 0, practically uncontaminated; $0 < I_{geo}< 1$, Class 1, uncontaminated to moderately contaminated; $1 < I_{geo}< 2$, Class 2, moderately contaminated; $2 < I_{geo}< 3$, Class 3, moderately contaminated to heavily contaminated; $3 < I_{geo}< 4$, Class 4, heavily contaminated; $4 < I_{geo}< 5$, Class 5, heavily contaminated to extremely contaminated; and $I_{geo} > 5$, Class 6, extremely contaminated.

2.4. Geographically weighted regression (GWR)

As an optimized spatial analysis method, GWR is a powerful tool for exploring the spatial relationship between variables by establishing the local regression equation for each spatial location. The GWR model was defined as follows:

$$Y_j = \beta_0 (u_j, v_j) + \sum_{i=1}^{p} \beta_i (u_j, v_j) X_{ij} + e_j$$

(1)

where $(u_j, v_j)$ represents the coordinate for location $j$, $\beta_0$ represents the regression intercept for point $j$, $X_{ij}$ represents the independent variable $i$ for the $j$th point, $\beta_i$ represents the regression coefficient, and $e_j$ represents the residual error for the $j$th point.

This GWR model merges the dependent variables and explanatory variables for any point that falls within the bandwidth of each target element. If the bandwidth is too small, it will contain too few data points and if it is too large, it will conceal the local heterogeneity. The shape and size of the bandwidth depends on the kernel type, bandwidth method, the distance, and the parameters for the adjacent points (McMillen, 2004). In order to optimize the spatial weighting function, we applied a gauss function method as follows:

$$W_{ij} = \exp \left[ -\left( \frac{d_{ij}}{b} \right)^2 \right]$$

(2)

where $d_{ij}$ represents the distance between point $i$ and point $j$, and $b$ represents the kernel bandwidth. ArcGIS 10.2 was used to examine the fixed and adaptive bandwidths (Tu and Xia, 2008). Based on the sampling site distribution in the watershed and preliminary analysis, we chose the fixed bandwidth for the GWR model.

A stepwise regression model was employed to explore relationships between independent variables (land-use types) and heavy metal concentrations. The regression coefficient ($R^2$) was optimized by manually adding or subtracting variables to avoid multicollinearity. In addition, cluster, PCA and correlation analyses were conducted with SPSS (ver. 20.0) before GWR to explore relationships between heavy metal concentrations and land use. For cluster analysis, the 39 sampling sites were grouped into four clusters based on land-use type percentage using Squared Euclidean Distance. PCA analysis extracted three principle components that explained 75.9% of total variance.

3. Results

3.1. Cluster analysis of sampling sites

Spatial cluster analysis was performed to better understand heavy metal distribution in the Wen-Rui Tang River watershed. The 39 sampling sites were grouped into four clusters and are displayed with their corresponding land-use characterization in Fig. S1. Cluster 1 was dominated by urban lands (79.4%) in the city center. Cluster 2 averaged 63.3% urban and 13.0% industrial lands and was mainly located along the periphery of the city center. Cluster 3 had the highest proportion of industrial lands (up to 33.1%) and contained two types of industrial districts in suburban areas, a new industrial region in the east and an older, traditional industrial park in the southwest. While site B22 in Cluster 3 had a high proportion of industrial land (23.9%), it was notable in having low heavy metal concentrations. Cluster 4 sampling sites were mainly located in areas having a high proportion of wetlands and wildlands (47.0–81.2%), which we called ecological lands. Finally, Site B23 having 46.1% agricultural land use did not group into any of the four clusters.

3.2. Heavy metal concentrations in Wen-Rui Tang River sediments

Concentrations of total and speciation metal fractions for five metals in Wen-Rui Tang River sediments are summarized in Table 1. Average total concentrations of Cu, Zn, Pb, Cd and Cr were 310, 1362, 115, 177 and 193 mg kg$^{-1}$, respectively. Compared to local background concentrations (Wang et al., 2007), metal concentrations were considerably elevated: Cr ~20, Pb ~3, Cu and Zn ~10 ×, and Cd ~100 × time higher than background levels. In addition, heavy metal concentrations generally exceeded the SQG standard (Smith et al., 1996), which identifies a potential risk for aquatic organisms. According to calculation of $I_{geo}$, heavy metals in the study region accumulated in varying degrees. The Pb and Cr posed uncontaminated to moderately contaminated status; Cu was identified as moderately contaminated; Zn showed moderate to heavy contamination; and Cd was categorized as heavily contaminated in the study region. Metal concentrations in the Wen-Rui Tang River sediments were also elevated compared to several other rivers and lakes locally and globally (Table S2): Cu 3–14 ×, Zn 4–36 ×, Pb 1.1–10 ×, Cd 4–880 × times higher than the concentrations in these other watersheds. Heavy metal contaminations in river sediments were much severer than that in Congo, which was identified with slight heavy metal pollution (Mwanamoki et al., 2014; Kilunga et al., 2017). In contrast, Cr contaminations were at levels similar to sediments from Dong Ting Lake (China), Yangtze River (China) and Red River (Vietnam), but 20 times higher than that in the Sinú River (Colombia). Overall, sediments in the Wen-Rui Tang River were highly contaminated by heavy metals, especially Cd and Zn.

BCR fractionation analysis showed that Org-Cu was the predominant Cu fraction (average - mg kg$^{-1}$): Org-Cu (170) > Res-Cu (41.6) > Exch-Cu (33.2) > Red-Cu (10.1). The Exch-Zn fraction, considered the most labile fraction and an indicator for environmental and human-health risk, contributed more than 50% of the total Zn content (average - mg kg$^{-1}$): Exch-Zn (932) > Red-Zn (355) > Org-Zn (243) > Res-Zn (90). The fractionation distribution of Cd was similar to Zn and dominated by the exchangeable fraction (average - mg kg$^{-1}$): Exch-Cd (10.0) > Red-Cd (6.3) > Org-Cd (1.8) > Res-Cd (1.8). Lead and Cr fractions were both dominated by the residual fraction. Overall Pb fractionation followed (average - mg kg$^{-1}$): Res-Pb (49.0) > Org-Pb (32.6) > Red-Pb (30.8) > Exch-Pb (5.7). Chromium fractionation followed (average - mg kg$^{-1}$): Res-Cr (117) > Org-Cr (75.1) > Red-Cr (4.7) > Exch-Cr (2.2). Correlation analysis generally indicated a significant positive correlation between organic bounded fractions and organic matter content due to the strong complexation with organic materials, except for Cr (Strawn and Sparks, 2000; Gao et al., 2015). In contrast, pH did not show any significant relationships with the various heavy metal
fractions (Table S4).

3.3. Watershed distribution of heavy metals in sediments

The spatial distribution of total metal concentrations in sediments displayed some similarities and differences among metals (Fig. 2). Zinc, Pb and Cd presented similar spatial distributions with a ‘hot spot’ in the southwest and generally decreasing concentrations from southwest to northeast in the watershed. Cadmium had larger spatial variation, as measured by the CV%, than that of Zn and Pb. The spatial distribution of the dominant metal fractions displayed contrasting patterns across the study area (Fig. S2). Spatial variation of Exch-Zn was similar to total Zn concentration with the most polluted area in the southwest. The concentration of Res-Pb in northern sites was higher than that in southern sites, and those in the east were greater than those in the west. Exch-Cd was detected at high concentrations for most sampling sites within the Wen-Rui Tang River watershed. The highest concentrations of Cr were identified in the eastern sites (except for B22) and decreased to the west; Cr showed the smallest spatial variation among the five metals (CV 39.6%). Res-Cr was identified as the dominant Cr species for most sites and displayed a spatial distribution similar to Res-Pb. Generally, southwestern sites had the highest Org-Cu concentrations and concentrations decreased to the northeast, except for B18, which appeared as an isolated ‘hot spot’.

3.4. Heavy metals source analysis

Correlation analysis among heavy metals in surface sediments showed significant positive correlations among Zn, Pb and Cd indicating the potential for a similar pollution source (Table S3). Copper was significantly correlated with the other four metals, while Cr was only significantly correlated with Cu. This suggests that the source of Cr may differ from that of the other metals. In addition, Cu, Zn and Pb were significantly correlated with organic, which might to the strong complexation of these matters to organic materials.

Principle Component Analysis (PCA) provided further information to distinguish possible sources of heavy metals in the study area. The first three components contributed 75.9% to the total variation (Table 2). PC1 explained 47.9% of the total variance with Exch-Zn, Exch-Pb, Exch-Cd, Red-Zn, Red-Pb, Red-Cd, Org-Zn, Org-Pb, Org-Cd, Red-Zn and Red-Cd contributing the most to explain the variation. In accordance with the correlation analysis, PCA results indicate that the various metal fractions may share a common source. A previous study concluded that Zn, Pb and Cu pollution in river systems was primarily impacted by similar anthropogenic activities (Qiao et al., 2013). Therefore, PC1 might represent an anthropogenic source contribution. PC2 explained 14.2% of the total variance with Exch-Cu, Org-Cu and Res-Cu having the highest loading weight. Copper is widely used in anthropogenic activities, including both industrial and agricultural production (Liu et al., 2007), thus PC2 was assumed to result from multiple sources of Cu pollution. PC3 explained 13.8% of the total variance with Cr showing higher loading values, which might indicate a distinctly different source of Cr pollution in the Wen-Rui Tang River watershed.

3.5. GWR analysis of relationships between land use and metal speciation

Stepwise regression indicated significant relationships between various metal fractions and land-use proportions (Table 3). Except for Res-Pb, all other Pb fractions and all Zn and Cd fractions were significantly related (p < 0.05) to industrial land-use (I) proportion. These results suggest that industrial land use may be an important
factor influencing the concentrations of various Zn, Pb and Cd fractions. Land-use relationships for Cu varied among Cu fractions. The concentration of Exch-Cu was partially explained by the combination of agricultural (A), industrial (I), and ecological (E) land uses. The Exch-Cu fraction was related to industrial land use while Red-Cu and Res-Cu fractions showed no significant link to land use. In contrast, neither stepwise regression nor GWR indicated strong relationships between various Cr fractions and land use. This lack of relationship for Cr is consistent with the PCA results that suggested Cr pollution may be derived from a different source than the other metals.

Based on the general GWR results, several metal fractions with high $R^2$ values were further analyzed to explore their local variation. Industrial land proportion had an appreciable influence on the spatial variation of various Zn, Pb and Cd fractions in sediments. Generally, most sampling sites had local positive relationships between industrial land proportion and heavy metal fractions. In contrast, a few sites in the eastern portion of the watershed displayed local negative relationships with industrial land proportion. The dissimilarity of local $R^2$ values among all sampling sites indicated that spatial heterogeneity of metal fractions in sediments was influenced by industrial land-use proportion. In general, sites with high industrial land use were accompanied by high local $R^2$ values. Org-Cu was the only Cu fraction to show a significant correlation
4. Discussion

4.1. Heavy metal pollution of riverine sediments

Compared with local background metal concentrations, metal concentrations in other watersheds, and heavy metal sediment guidelines, Wen-Rui Tang River sediments exhibit appreciably elevated metal levels (Table 1). Using the CV as a measure of spatial variability (low = CV < 10% and high = CV > 90%) indicates high spatial variability for Cu, Zn, Pb, and Cd. These results imply anthropogenic input of metals into the sediment environment as background concentrations of elements are relative stable within a local region and should thereby have low CVs (Manta et al., 2002). The high concentrations and CVs for Cu, Zn, Pb, and Cd may be ascribed to emissions of industrial wastes and wastewater into the aquatic environment. In particular, electroplating, printing, and dyeing, paper mills, tanning, chemical and synthetic leather are primary industries located within the study area. These factories have historically discharged non-treated industrial effluents with high concentrations of heavy metals into Wen-Rui Tang River and are considered an important metal pollution source (Srinivasas et al., 2010). In addition, the significant positive correlation of metals with OM indicates that sediment characteristics also play an important role in heavy metal concentrations and fractionation (Yu et al., 2001). In contrast, Cr had a relatively low CV value compared to the other metals, which may demonstrate a different pollution source (discussed in next section).

4.2. Distribution and source analysis of heavy metal speciation

Interpolation methods provide a powerful approach to explore spatial patterns of pollutants for source determination. Spatial distributions for Zn, Pb, and Cd showed a similar pattern with a ‘hot spot’ in the southwestern portion of the watershed, which was the location of the older industrial zone (Fig. 2). Strong correlations among Zn, Pb, and Cd concentrations further support a common pollution source for these metals, while Cr was only correlated with Cu. With the exception of Cr, the strong positive correlation among heavy metals was similar with an investigation of a river-reservoir system in the Democratic Republic of Congo (Mwanamoki et al., 2014). The PCA analysis provides additional support for a common source of Zn, Pb, and Cd as several species of these heavy metals demonstrated a significant loading weight on PC1. Previous studies indicated that these metals could have a common source and similar transport pathways in urban rivers (Kilungu et al., 2017). Although significantly correlated with the other metals, Cu showed a different spatial pattern and high loading on PC2, which suggests a contrasting pollution source. A ‘hot spot’ for Cu was also identified in the eastern portion of the study area, which was the location of a newer industrial zone. Elevated Exch-Cu (21.3%) and Total-Cu (387.6 mg kg\(^{-1}\)) concentrations at site B23 in the western watershed were anomalously higher compared to adjacent sampling sites. Agriculture lands surrounding B23 accounted for 46.1% of total land use. Previous research has demonstrated that agricultural activities may contribute Cu pollution to the environment, with industrial land-use proportion, resulting in a distinct spatial distribution pattern compared with the other Cu fractions. High coefficients, as well as high local R\(^2\) values, were identified in the eastern industrial region, while lower coefficients were found in the western portion of the watershed (Fig. S3). A similar distribution pattern for local R\(^2\) values was found for all Zn, Pb, and Cd fractions; however, the western sites had higher local R\(^2\) values. Additionally, local R\(^2\) values in the southwestern sites, which were mainly located in the old industrial region, were higher than those for the northeastern sites.

Local spatial variation was also found among various fractions of the same metal. The local R\(^2\) values for Zn in the northern sites were identified as having a decreasing trend from the exchangeable fraction to residual fraction (Fig. 3). The local R\(^2\) values for Exch-Pb in the southern sampling sites of the watershed were greater than those for Red-Pb and Org-Pb, demonstrating that industrial lands more strongly affected Exch-Pb (Fig. S4). In contrast, Org-Pb was identified with greater local R\(^2\) values for sites in the northeastern portion of the watershed, while Exch-Pb showed smaller R\(^2\) values. The spatial variation of local R\(^2\) values among different metal fractions was more complex with respect to Cd (Fig. 4). Exch-Cd and Res-Cd showed greater R\(^2\) values than Red-Cd and Org-Cd in the northeastern region, while Res-Cd in the southern watershed had lower R\(^2\) values compared to Exch-Cd, Red-Cd, and Org-Cd.

### Table 2

Principle component rotation matrix of heavy metals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PC1</th>
<th>PC2</th>
<th>PC3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explained variance (%)</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative variance (%)</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>75.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exch-Cu</td>
<td>−0.109</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Cu</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org-Cu</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res-Cu</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exch-Zn</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Zn</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org-Zn</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res-Zn</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exch-Pb</td>
<td>0.940</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>−0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Pb</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>−0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org-Pb</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res-Pb</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>−0.041</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exch-Cd</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>−0.018</td>
<td>0.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Cd</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>−0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org-Cd</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>−0.016</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res-Cd</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>−0.055</td>
<td>0.224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exch-Cr</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Cr</td>
<td>−0.015</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org-Cr</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res-Cr</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bold values represent the high loadings in this principle.

### Table 3

Comparison of stepwise regression and GWR models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stepwise regression model</th>
<th>Regression R(^2)</th>
<th>GWR R(^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exch-Cu</td>
<td>0.78 (A) + 0.64 (I) + 0.01 (E)</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>0.283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Cu</td>
<td>0.14 (A) − 0.65 (E)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org-Cu</td>
<td>14.7 (I) − 10.9</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res-Cu</td>
<td>1.2 (I) + 27.2</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exch-Zn</td>
<td>13.7 (I) + 47.3</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Zn</td>
<td>16.4 (I) + 153.9</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org-Zn</td>
<td>8.4 (I) + 140.0</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res-Zn</td>
<td>1.6 (I) + 70.5</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>0.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exch-Pb</td>
<td>0.75 (I) − 3.4</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Pb</td>
<td>2.1 (I) + 5.0</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>0.865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org-Pb</td>
<td>1.2 (I) + 18.5</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res-Pb</td>
<td>1.0 (I) + 36.3</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exch-Cd</td>
<td>0.93 (I) − 1.5</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Cd</td>
<td>0.89 (I) − 0.47</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org-Cd</td>
<td>0.23 (I) − 1.1</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res-Cd</td>
<td>0.13 (I) + 0.28</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exch-Cr</td>
<td>−0.025 (U) + 0.022 (I) + 4.0</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Cr</td>
<td>−0.064 (U) + 0.006 (I) + 8.6</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>0.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org-Cr</td>
<td>−1.1 (U) + 140.6</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res-Cr</td>
<td>0.64 (I) + 108.8</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I—Industrial land; U—Urban land; A—Agriculture land; E—Ecological land. In GWR model, the single variable model used R\(^2\) and multivariate model used adjusted R\(^2\). Bold values in regression represent significance at the 0.05 level.
such as from fertilizer and pesticide applications (Marrugo-Negrete et al., 2017; Li et al., 2013). In addition, the regression model showed correlation with several land-use types, indicating that Cu in the sediment likely originated from multiple sources in this area.

A significant contribution of the residual Cr fraction (62.4%) was identified in the study area, which was ascribed to its low mobility in the absence of strongly oxidizing or reducing conditions (Kabata-Pendias and Pendias, 1992). Chromium in sediments displayed a decreasing trend from east to west, with a distinct ‘hot spot’ in the southeastern portion of the study area that was not observed for the other metals (Fig. 2). The sites with relatively higher Cr concentrations were mainly located in the industrial regions. Higher organically bound Cr was generally found in areas with higher total Cr concentrations. Based on correlation and PCA analyses, Cr only showed a relationship with Cu and was the only metal to show a high loading weight on PC3. The tanning industry, which was a historically abundant industry in the study area, is a known source of Cr contamination (Srinivasa et al., 2010); however, the Cr contamination levels in our study area were low compared to the other metals. Song et al. (2012) reported Cr contents of 43.9–1892.7 mg kg\(^{-1}\) in sediments in Wen-Rui Tang River, which were similar or higher than the Cr concentrations found in this study (94.2–439.6 mg kg\(^{-1}\)). Recent regulatory actions in the Wen-Rui Tang River watershed have reduced Cr in effluents by 2706.9 kg yr\(^{-1}\) via an emissions reduction strategy since 2013 (WEPB, 2014). The recent reduction in Cr discharge to rivers is consistent with the unique nature of Cr among the metals for loading on PC3 and may be attributed to the recent Cr pollution control strategies that have resulted in lower Cr concentrations in recent riverine sediments.

**4.3. Relationship between land-use types and heavy metal pollution based on GWR**

Land-use types as classified by human activities are often reasonable indicators of potential metal contamination in the environment (Li et al., 2017a, b). The stepwise regression model combined with manual selection of land-use types effectively improved the \( R^2 \) value of the GWR models, which was consistent with Tu (2013). The various Cu fractions were correlated with multiple land-use types, including agricultural, industrial and ecological lands (Table 3). We interpret this finding to indicate a mixture of Cu pollution sources contributing to Cu contamination of the sediments. The non-significant regression correlations for all Cu species, except organically-bound Cu, reflect the strong complexation of Cu by organic materials in the sediment. In contrast to Cu, all Zn, Pb and Cd fractions (except Res-Pb) had strong correlations with industrial land proportion. We ascribe these significant correlations to reflect the dominance of industrial activities as the primary source of these metals in the watershed sediments. Anthropogenic industrial emissions of metal pollutants include atmospheric deposition (e.g., waste gas), effluent and solid residue releases containing heavy metals (Gao et al., 2015; De et al., 2016). Consistent with PCA, the non-significant regression correlations for Cr fractions with land use suggest that the source of Cr is distinctly different from Zn, Pb and Cd.

The GWR model considers the spatial heterogeneity of pollutant distribution and the distribution of local \( R^2 \) values (Fig 3–4, S3–S4). Higher local \( R^2 \) values (0.32–0.39) for Org-Cu in the eastern industrial zone stem from the dominance of Cu inputs from industrial activities and it preferential incorporation into organic complexes. The absence of a significant correlation for local \( R^2 \) values of Org-Cu...
with other heavy metal fractions suggest a different industrial pollution source for Cu compared to the other metals in this watershed (except for Res-Pb). The similar distribution patterns for local $R^2$ values among the various Zn, Pb and Cd fractions, combined with their significant correlation with industrial land proportion, demonstrate that these heavy metals are likely associated with similar industrial activities. For example, Samaniego et al. (2007) reported a common source for Zn, Pb and Cd pollution from spent pickling effluents, which was also a major industry within our study area. The decreasing trend of local $R^2$ values for Zn, Pb and Cd from southwest to the north was consistent with a decreasing proportion of industrial activity, indicating a diminishing impact from industrial land use on metal pollution of riverine sediments. However, significant correlations for local $R^2$ values and industrial land-use proportion were not found at the watershed scale, indicating other factors (e.g., sediment characteristics, contrasting metal pollution sources, changing land-use type during rapid urbanization, etc.) contributing to metal fraction distribution at the watershed scale (Zhang et al., 2014).

Various Zn and Pb fractions showed similar local $R^2$ values in the southwestern region, demonstrating the influence of industrial activities on metal contamination in this intensive industrial zone. However, the local $R^2$ values for the contrasting metal fractions varied within the watershed. Decreasing local $R^2$ values of Exch-Zn relative to Res-Zn in the northern portion of the watershed indicate that the most mobile Zn fractions were most strongly correlated with industrial pollution. In contrast, the more stable Zn fractions were more likely impacted by background metal sources and sediment characteristics, such as redox, pH and organic matter (Guo et al., 1997; Gao et al., 2015). Local $R^2$ values for Pb fractions followed: Org-Pb > Red-Pb > Exch-Pb. This may reflect chemical transformations of Pb within the sediment environment resulting in preferential complexation of Pb with organic matter as the most stable form (Strawn and Sparks, 2000). The spatial distribution pattern for local $R^2$ values for various Cd fractions was generally constant throughout the study area. This may indicate the importance of the industrial pollution source rather than the sediment environment in controlling concentrations and chemical fractionation. Cadmium is not a redox sensitive species and forms weak organic complexes relative to Cu and Pb, thereby limiting its interactions with the sediment and leading to a weaker correlation than for the other metals. Sites with high local $R^2$ values (>0.3) for the various Cd fractions generally had a higher relative proportion of industrial lands and were mainly located in the older industrial zone. The strength of this positive relationship weakened in less industrialized areas in the eastern portion of the study area reflecting the importance of industrial activities on Cd distribution.

5. Conclusions

This study investigated the distribution of heavy metal contaminants in sediments of the Wen-Rui Tang River watershed, an area that has experienced rapid urbanization and industrialization over the past several decades. Multivariate statistical analyses, as well as GIS technology, were applied to identify the spatial heterogeneity of metals in sediments (and metal fractions) with respect to land-use type. This investigation consisted of four components: (1) total and various chemical fractions of Cu, Zn, Pb, Cd and Cr in riverine sediments, (2) corresponding spatial variation, (3) identification of metal pollution sources, and (4) exploration of general and local relationships between different land-use types and different metals and their corresponding chemical fractions.
The major results of this study were as follows:

(1) Wen-Rui Tang River sediments suffer from severe heavy metal contamination, especially for Cd pollution, which exceeded the local background value for all sampling sites and had an average concentration 100 times higher than local background levels. Copper and Zn concentrations were approximately 10 times higher than local background values, followed by Cr at nearly 2 times higher. In terms of chemical fractions, the exchangeable fraction was dominant for Zn and Cd, which pose high bioavailability and potential toxicity risk, while Pb, Cr and Cu were mainly found in the residual and organic bound fractions; organically bound Cu comprised a large portion of the total Cu concentration. Therefore, the sediment environment, such as OM, likely plays an important role in heavy metal fractionation in the study region.

(2) The highest concentrations of heavy metals were detected in the industrial regions with high spatial variation among metals. The location of the older, traditional industrial zone was identified as a ‘hot spot’ for Zn, Pb and Cd. The highest Cu concentrations were in the eastern region, while Cr showed a relatively uniform distribution within the study area. In addition, spatial patterns varied for different metal fractions, and the dominant metal fractions differed from total concentration distribution patterns across the watershed.

(3) Regression analysis was consistent with PCA results, which identified a similar industrial pollution source for Zn, Pb and Cd, and suggested a combination of industrial and agricultural sources for Cu. The absence of a significant correlation for Cr with the other metals was confirmed by its unique high loading on PC3. It is possible that Cd distribution has been influenced by effective Cd pollution control strategies implemented by the local government in the past decade.

(4) Both regression and GWR models indicated a significant and positive correlation between industrial land-use proportion and various Zn, Pb and Cd fractions. Org-Cu was significantly correlated with industrial land use, while no significant relationship was found between Cr fractions and land-use type. Local R² values from GWR indicated that spatial variation of heavy metals was due to different proportions of industrial land use.
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